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#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLERAt twenty-two, Cheryl Strayed thought she had lost everything. In the

wake of her motherâ€™s death, her family scattered and her own marriage was soon destroyed.

Four years later, with nothing more to lose, she made the most impulsive decision of her life. With

no experience or training, driven only by blind will, she would hike more than a thousand miles of

the Pacific Crest Trail from the Mojave Desert through California and Oregon to Washington

Stateâ€”and she would do it alone. Told with suspense and style, sparkling with warmth and humor,

Wild powerfully captures the terrors and pleasures of one young woman forging ahead against all

odds on a journey that maddened, strengthened, and ultimately healed her.NOW A MAJOR

MOTION PICTUREOne of the Best Books of the Year: NPR, The Boston Globe,Â Entertainment

Weekly,Â Vogue, St. Louis DispatchÂ 
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If I had known that every few pages I would have to see passages underlined by Oprah I would not



have bought this edition. Not only does it bump me out of the narrative, but it deprives me of

experiencing the book on my own; instead forcing me to think Oprah's underlines are the important

parts. It makes what could otherwise be a beautiful story feel like a cheap used textbook. I should at

least be able to hide the obnoxious underlining and get to experience the story on my own.I love the

story, and I love Oprah, but I hate having her perspective forced on me as I read. I'll never buy an

Oprah digital book again.

Wild is an excellent read. Once again, the book is even better than the movie. It delves into Cheryl's

feelings, frustrations, and thoughts, something the movie can't do as well. Cheryl's determination is

admirable, yet not well thought out before she begins her journey.

This book came my way at a perfect stage in my own life. Anyone on their own journey through

bitter life experiences will identify with Sheryl's feelings at the time of her expedition. Her feelings

are expressed in a way in which they still seem to be an open and raw wound. Her trek across the

PCT seemed so real to me that I almost felt like I was there being cleansed by nature and away

from all of the superficialities of this mechanical life.I am grateful that I came across this book and I

recommend it to anyone who'd enjoy or needs some intense emotional feelings.

Reading this I get the sense that the writer, Cheryl "Strayed", was trying to prove to herself that she

could throw together a book. She even briefly mentions in the book that she had always dreamed of

writing a novel because of being such an avid reader. Props to her. But just because someone

wrote a book doesn't mean they necessarily can write one. Throughout the whole book you are left

with a sense of unfulfillment, constantly waiting for some kind of resolution, thread, or something.

This relief never comes. Instead you get a character with a personality that was unrelatable, and at

times, frankly, highly irritating. Cheryl has spurts of great writing, throwing back to her miserable

childhood or scenes of her dying mother and her pathetic drug episode with Joe - it will make you

shed a tear or two. But to me, the book was pointless. There are people that have done much

crazier stuff than hitchhike half a trail and barely make it to each supply station before blowing all

their money on Snapple and burgers. I mean for goodness sake, just pretend like you're trying to

actually walk this trail and get something meaningful out of it. 75% of her "hardships" came from

buying boots that didn't fit her. So you end up realizing how stubborn she is, the same mindset that

led her to cheating on her husband with multiple nobodies. I found myself skimming through

countless paragraphs of describing how tired she was, or how her backpack was rubbing her, or



laying there naked with her blistered sweating body, which is not something I want to fill my mind

with to be honest. At least make up something a little more exciting to read and give us some kind of

life altering lesson at the end. If I was a college, or even high school, essay grader, I would say it

was rambling and redundant. On that note, Cheryl has potential as a writer, but maybe she can

write about someone else next time.

There are so many great things I could say about this book and how much I loved it, but I'll leave

you with this: Cheryl Strayed paints an emotional, visceral portrait of life on the Pacific Crest Trail

that appeals to more than just long-distance hikers. It is a painful and grueling experience (and the

trail itself isn't even as much of a challenge for the narrator and the reader as the memories that it

unearths), and you're along for the ride every step of the way. The question becomes not so much if

she will achieve her goal at the end, but what kind of person she will be when she does.Gripping,

heartwrenching, and the most profoundly human I've read in a long time. Can't recommend enough.

I thoroughly enjoyed the film "Wild" starring Reese Witherspoon so much that I felt a need to read

the book. The highlight of the book is truly the story. Strayed has an incredible story to tell and her

life experiences make up for her lack of a strong writing voice. The book has a much more "raw" feel

to it than the movie did, a little more literal and a little less spiritual, this may attract those seeking

the more traditional "found myself in nature" story than the film offered. Both are worth your time as

they offer the same story, but completely different experiences.

I started this book at that one moment that no reader should ever have to start a book: After you've

already seen the movie. As should be expected, the book was better, but I will say the movie helped

me to appreciate the book more, and vice versa. This book makes me want to go hiking, but it also

reminds me of how much junk we are carrying around inside that doesn't add any value to our lives.

This book is about the struggle to move forward as much as it is about the Pacific Crest Trail. Highly

recommend it.
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